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Introduction 
 
English is the recognized business language around the world and will 
give you access to business in some of the most profitable markets. You 
have a fantastic motivation to learn this language.  
 
However, becoming a fluent English speaker is not easy. English tends 
to be easier to learn compared to many other languages, but all learners 
both native and foreign still face some difficulties when trying to 
advance past a basic understanding of this colorful language. 
 
With time and practice, you can become a fluent English speaker who 
can read, listen, write, and speak with complete confidence and 
accuracy. Getting there just takes motivation and the right techniques.  
 
In this guide, you will be taken through the main strategies that 
successful English learners employ when trying to progress with their 
language skills. You will be presented with a practical, step-by-step 
process for learning English through these techniques. 
 
This guide works on the understanding that you have already achieved 
intermediate-advanced proficiency, and that you: 
 

! Can understand the main points on most familiar subjects in your 
work and leisure environments. 

! Can understand the main ideas of complex texts on both concrete 
and abstract topics, including technical discussions in your 
particular field of specialization. 

 
From here, this guide will show you how to strengthen your skills even 
further. 
 
I’m excited that you’re here. Let’s begin!   
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The Strategy 
 
The strategy that we are going to utilize in order to advance your English 
proficiency begins with a fundamental tool: practice! The amount of time 
you spend practising will directly affect how long it takes you to get to 
the next level with your English. 
 
However, in order to bring yourself to commit the time that it will take to 
practise your language skills regularly, you need something else: passion. 
If you do not have a driving passion and the inner motivation to learn a 
new language, you won’t progress very far.  
 
To put it simply, if you are passionate and excited about learning this 
language or advancing your skills further, you will be able to do so. 
 

You Have The Potential 
 
In English, we talk about "Limiting Beliefs". These play a big role in a 
person's failure to learn English. If you do not completely believe that you 
will be capable of advancing your skills, you are simply not going to do it.  
 
Many people tell themselves that only intelligent, talented people can 
reach fluent levels of English. They might say that they are simply blessed 
with the right genes. Reject this idea and you will make the effort needed 
to advance your skills. The reason is simple: If you do not completely 
believe your efforts are going to get you results, you will not bother 
putting in the effort. 
 
If you have been telling yourself that there is no limit to how well you can 
advance your practice of the English language, you are right. 
 
From a scientific basis, understand that the human brain contains 
billions of neurons. Each neuron is connected to thousands of other 
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neurons. It is estimated around one trillion neural connections 
("pathways") are available. When you experience something, your brain 
continuously arranges and rearranges these neural connections.  
 
For example, if you begin playing tennis, some of your brain's neurons 
are going to rearrange to form new connections to encode this "tennis 
skill" you are working on. Your neural connections will change 
accordingly as you continue to practise and learn new shots and swings. 
 
If you want to hit a tennis ball with a forehand, electric signals will flow 
through your brain's neural connections pertaining to hitting forehand. 
In a split second, your hand will be told by your brain to move in a certain 
way to complete the shot. As you improve this move, the neural 
connections related to it will begin to be insulated with a substance 
known as myelin. Myelin prevents the electric signal from leaking. To 
picture this, imagine plastic insulation covering electric wires and 
preventing the signal from mixing signals, or worse, short circuit! The 
thicker the myelin layer on neural connections grows, the more 
proficient your forehand will become.  
 
Over the years, a professional tennis player will build up many relevant 
neural connections and insulate them so they can react quickly. The only 
reason you will not do the same is because you have not yet built up 
those connections and the myelin insulation. 
 
As a baby, you once struggled to stand up. However, in a matter of 
months, you were able to walk, then run. This transformation involves a 
similar process of building up neural connections. At this level, all skills 
are based on building the appropriate neural connections in your brain 
and then insulating them. 
 
Similar to these examples, the English language and your understanding 
of it is just another skill you can master. You have to practise it to build 
new neural connections and insulate them so that you can have a 
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stronger, faster understanding of what you hear, what you read and how 
you are writing and speaking.  
 
Just remember: learning English is about building up the relevant neural 
pathways and then insulating them with myelin.  
 

Do not Hesitate 
 
Is hesitation holding back your learning? People face two common fears 
when speaking English. First, embarrassment. Especially young friends 
may make fun of them for trying to speak the language. Second, they 
are worried about making mistakes and how others will perceive them. 
When it comes to the first, simply ignore the people who make fun of 
you for trying to strengthen your skills. Focus on what you are trying to 
do. 
 
If you have a fear of making mistakes, realize that you are not the only 
one making mistakes. Most English speakers make mistakes too! There 
are more secondary speakers in the world than there are primary 
speakers!  
 
When you make a mistake, simply correct yourself or wait for a 
correction from the native person you're talking to (which may or may 
not come, depending on what they deem polite). Do not worry about 
what people are thinking. Just speak as best you can, with time your 
confidence and skill will improve.  
 

Why Should You Progress? 
 
There are countless reasons why you should be inspired to continue 
advancing your English skills, but rather than sharing motivational 
quotes, just look at the facts. 
 
In your opinion, as the world continues to globalize, will you need English 
skills in the next 5 years? 10 years?  
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The fact is, being able to communicate with the world around us is 
incredibly important. Being able to speak and communicate in English 
is vital to your professional success.  
 
English is easy to learn in contrast with subjects like math, science, and 
history. While we spend a lot of time studying them in school, we hardly 
use them once we graduate. The difference? English is a skill and ability, 
not a subject.  
 
The language evolves. It has been growing for over 400 years. It has been 
used to grow knowledge and spread ideas. It was taught in the colonies 
of the British Empire. Used and developed in the industrial revolutions 
and now forms the basis of international communications.  
 
With that in mind, it makes sense to perfect your English 
communication skills whether you are looking at your future-self in the 
short-term or long-term.  
 
Strong Communication Is Key 
 
No one has climbed the corporate ladder without having effective 
communication skills. While it can be difficult to measure our proficiency 
in subjects like math or economics, English proficiency will have a strong 
impact on your ability to be employed and grow in your position. Most 
industry veterans would probably agree and offer similar advice: 
Advance your English skills. If you have any hope of advancing in your 
career, you must dedicate time to perfecting your communication skills. 
 
Even in technical roles, you need strong English communication skills. 
There are few positions remaining where a person truly works in 
isolation. In today's workforce, your career is going to be about company 
culture, teamwork, and collaboration. You need communication skills to 
participate effectively. You have to constantly convince people, agree 
with people, and disagree with them.  
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English Is Becoming More Important 
 
Again, the world is becoming more and more globally connected with 
every passing day. Technology is connecting us more deeply than ever 
before, but for now, no number of machines can make up for the power 
and importance of effective human-to-human communication. The 
importance of the English language is rising. Communication across 
borders is becoming more important and as you already know, English 
is used when different language groups need to communicate using a 
common language. 
 
In addition to countries who have adopted English as their primary or 
secondary language, even foreign companies have adopted it as their 
official language. If you have strong English communication skills, you 
will automatically have many more job options available to you when you 
leave your educational school, college or university. If you change jobs 
and careers later on in life, your English communication skills will again 
retain the same (if not greater) value, continuing to give you an 
advantage. 
 
English Will Raise Your Standing 
 
Although it should not happen, people tend to associate English with 
influence and authority. If you speak more languages, you will be treated 
differently. Fluent English speakers tend to have a broader and stronger 
social network to operate in. 
 

Set Yourself Up For Success 
 
Set yourself up for success by making sure your study environment is 
conducive to learning. This means having a quiet place to study with all 
the tools you need to do so. 
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Clear a quiet study area free of distractions. If you find yourself gazing out 
the window when you should be focusing, move your study area around 
or pull the curtains. You should make staying focused as easy as possible. 
 
Ironically, in the practice phase, you will want as much interaction 
(distractions) with English speaking people as you can get. In this phase 
of your learning, you will want to use what you have learned during your 
quiet time and engage with as much input (reading and listening) and 
output (writing and speaking) as you can get. 
 

Determine If You’re Ready 
 
You have to commit yourself to regular practice in order to advance past 
the point you are at right now. So, to determine if you’re ready to 
advance, ask yourself three questions: 
 

1. How will advancing your English skills change your life? This 
question will help you determine if you have good enough reason 
to invest this time.  

2. What will it take to get there? Realize that language learning takes 
a massive effort. 

3. How much time am I willing to put in? You need to be willing and 
ready to put in a lot of time each week if you want to advance 
quickly. 

 
If you can give yourself an honest answer in the positive, we can move 
on to the actual process of advancing your English skills. 
 
Remember to ask yourself good quality questions. Don’t ask “why can’t I 
speak English properly?”, ask “How can I speak English properly?” The 
better the quality of the conversations we have with our ourselves, the 
better the outcome will be. 
 

Make A Plan 
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In order to achieve the language goals that you have set for yourself, you 
must have a plan in place to reach them. Simply devoting 15 minutes per 
day to practising is not enough. In order to make sure your commitment 
and goal(s) are realistic, you need to make a plan and measure your 
progress. 
 
For instance, if your goal is to become fluent within the next 2 to 3 
months, you need to be investing at least one hour each day into your 
practice. This may sound like a massive investment of time and effort, 
and it is. Remember, you need that strong inner drive to achieve this big 
and exciting goal. The good news is that it’s not that hard. 
 
Invest time each day. If you don’t, this means 3 months could turn into 6 
months or even a year or more. If you want to learn quickly, you have to 
put the hours in. 
 
If you have been able to follow this guide thus far, you are probably at 
the following levels:  
 

! Level 3, or B2, meaning you have a high intermediate level of 
English understanding. Or level 4, or C1, meaning you have an 
advanced level of English understanding. 

! The final common level of fluency, prescribed by English teaching 
institutions as C2. At this level in English you can: 
- Easily understand pretty much everything you see and hear. 
- Put together arguments and information from different spoken 
and written sources in a way that can easily be understood.  
- Distinguish fine and more subtle types of meaning, even in 
complex situations. 
- Express yourself precisely and fluently and repackage what you 
hear into alternative forms of communication so your readers and 
listeners can understand you better. 

 
To determine how many hours you need to invest each day, create a goal 
by asking: 
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! What level of proficiency do I want to achieve? 

! When do I want to achieve it? 
 
With your answers in mind, you can figure out how many days you have 
until your goal and then set a realistic figure of how many hours you 
should be working towards that goal each day. 
 
To give you some idea, most universities would recommend students 
spend around 120 hours to progress through each of the phases of 
English proficiency. If you were starting from nothing, that would mean 
360 hours of practice (about an hour a day for the next year) to reach a 
relatively high intermediate understanding of English. Fortunately, you 
already have a foundation to build upon, meaning it will take fewer hours 
to reach advanced proficiency. 
 
Additionally, with a high motivation, you will require less time to pick up 
on the language and will advance through the phases much faster than 
unmotivated learners. Hence why it’s worth your while to find that inner 
passion for learning English and light it up. It will help fuel your learning 
and get you ahead much quicker! 
 
If you are motivated, you might give yourself 120 hours to reach the next 
phase. This means, if you want to reach your goal in 90 days (3 months), 
you will need to practise for about 80 minutes each and every day. 
However, simply sitting down for nearly an hour-and-a-half and reciting 
from a flash card will not help you as much as you would like. 
 
To learn English effectively (which means advancing your ability to read, 
listen, write, and speak all at once), you need to use a strategy that 
encompasses each of these aspects of the English language, not just 
reading to yourself or repeating some words aloud. 
 
So, with a goal set for yourself, let’s look at what you should be doing.    
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The Four Elements 
 
If you are trying to advance your ability to communicate using English 
skills, you need to consider that there are really four aspects that you 
need to work on at about the same time: 
 

1. Reading (input) 
2. Writing (output) 
3. Listening (input) 
4. Speaking (output) 

 
Too many learners get too focused on advancing just one of these 
aspects, most often reading, and they forget about the other elements. 
And yet, their goal is usually speaking fluently. This means you may be 
able to read the most advanced English literature, but you will likely still 
face some difficulty when it comes to voicing your thoughts in English, 
listening to an English speaker, or even writing English content. 
 
It’s very important that your practice encompasses all four of the 
elements so that you can work on them together, rather than thinking 
about first reading, then writing, then listening, and then speaking. They 
all function in harmony to make you a fluent English communicator, so 
you need to practise them all together as too. 
 

How To Do It 
 
Here is a practical example: reading is the first element in advancing your 
English skills. It’s best to start with a book that has an audiobook 
accompaniment. Go to www.audible.com, open an account and buy an 
audiobook. Then go to www.amazon.com and buy the companion e-
book. Amazon owns both brands and frequently you can buy a written + 
audiobook bundle. This means you can read the book and listen to the 
audiobook. The real advantage to your learning will be when you write a 
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summary report about the book and, finally, speak your report aloud and 
discuss it with a native English speaker.  
 
This strategy would be perfectly implemented in a book club setting but 
assuming that you do not have access to one, do not worry: there are 
many other ways that you can implement these four elements into your 
practice. 
 
Read English news, books, websites, literature, and wherever you find 
written content. Listening can also come in the form of news and you 
can watch movies and English entertainment to help you learn more 
about the language and advance your listening skills. 
 
Writing is challenging, it’s ideal to have someone give you feedback and 
correct you. If you do not have someone fluent enough in English to do 
so, there are online forums you can join devoted to helping language 
learners advance their skills. You can also find websites where you can 
pair up and be a language learning buddy, my suggestion is that you go 
to www.italki.com where you will help someone learn your native 
language and they help you learn theirs. 
 
Websites like this are also a good source for speaking English aloud with 
a native speaker, with many users being able to pair up for Skype calls. 
However, if this is not an option. You can start by speaking English aloud 
on your own. Try it. Try it! Record yourself, listen to it later, compare your 
pronunciation and structure to that of a native English speaker. It’s 
embarrassing at first but you’ll get over it.  
 
Another way is to repeat native English speakers’ pronunciation and 
techniques. Children learn by imitating. You should too. Go to 
www.youtube.com , watch short 1-2min English videos. You will often 
find the transcripts on the page, read along, copy the pronunciation.  
 
These are just some of the methods through which you can make sure 
to implement all four elements of the language into your practice. The 
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important thing is that you realize that there is absolutely no excuse to 
not be practising all four elements. Also, although you may be wanting 
to improve your ability to speak English, realise that you will achieve this 
faster if you integrate other inputs and outputs. If you choose not to focus 
on one, you’re only slowing down your progress. 
 
Before we delve into some specific techniques, here are some final 
learning tips that will always apply: 
 
Choose Diverse Materials 
 
The number one tip you can follow with any technique you use is to 
choose a diverse range of learning materials. This means, if you are going 
to practise your reading, do not limit yourself to reading textbooks or the 
local paper. Instead, read some famous novels, some short stories, 
websites, and lots of different kinds of content. If you are going to 
practise listening, watch a variety of TV shows, tune into the news, and 
watch all sorts of documentaries and movies to broaden your 
understanding. When you find a resource that you enjoy, return to it!  
 
Remain Positive 
 
Enthusiasm to learn is key to making progress. Listening, in particular, 
can prove very difficult. Unless you believe that you can hear and 
understand what people are saying, you are never going to make any 
progress. As humans, we have the ability to shut out noise using our 
thoughts. Be optimistic and believe in your abilities. Be conscious of your 
listening ability, then listen. If you are having trouble with something, like 
listening, focus on being present in the moment that you're trying to 
learn. 
 
Predict Things 
 
Stop mid-way through a session and ask yourself, "What is next?" Asking 
and answering this question will help you check your understanding of 
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what is going on. For example, if you are reading a book, at the end of 
each chapter, stop to ponder what may happen in the upcoming pages. 
This shows that you are actively reading and really beginning to 
understand the story.  
 
Focus On The Big Idea 
 
Many times, language learners get caught up in trying to catch every 
little detail. This is very difficult and it will leave you feeling lost and out-
of-place. Rather than trying to understand all the small things in a 
conversation, focus on the big idea. Maybe you won’t understand every 
word being said to you, but you should be able to understand the 
general topic of the conversation to keep things moving forward.  
 
Imagine you are listening to a presentation by a famous speaker. If he 
announces: "I am going to speak about three reasons supporting ..." you 
should be listening for phrases like "first of all", "moving on to", and "in 
summary" so that you can better understand which part of the lecture 
you're in and what big ideas (main points) the lecturer is trying to 
communicate. Communication is what the listener does. Until the 
listener (or reader) has accepted your communication and understood 
it, it’s up to you to make the improvements. Improve the way you 
understand, improve the way you write and the way you speak. 
 
 
Worry About The Details Later 
 
After you have focused on the bigger picture, you can begin looking for 
specific details. These will help you understand the material better. 
Ignore anything that does not seem relevant to the big idea. This will 
allow you to zoom into the details you really need to understand in order 
to comprehend the message.  
 
For instance, if you are interested in knowing how old someone is, pay 
attention to words like "old", "years", or "born" as they will help you figure 
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out the answer. The best way to learn how to listen for such small details 
is to simply decide what kind of detailed information you'd like to listen 
for, then find materials for you to practice with. For example, if you want 
to start understanding the weather better, you can begin listening to the 
weather report where you'll wait for the names of cities and their 
temperatures ("degrees").  
 
You can also learn to focus on tones so that you can better understand 
the emotional picture of a topic even if you do not know all the details. In 
tonal languages like Chinese, the tone that is used creates a different 
meaning. In English and Latin languages, the tone conveys a mood. This 
is the emotional picture that sets a context and helps you understand 
better. 
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Listen & Repeat 
 
The elements of this technique cover: 

! Listening 

! Speaking 
 
Many people who are trying to advance their English share the same 
difficulty: they do not enjoy speaking aloud. If you struggle to speak the 
language, you will have difficulty communicating. The trick is to start 
speaking aloud as soon as possible, without any delay. 
 
This simple method gets learners listening and speaking the English 
language with minimal effort, and it all begins with watching movies and 
TV. 
 

How It Works 
 
The first step is to go to YouTube or another media source and find an 
English show that you think you might enjoy watching. Start by selecting 
a segment of that show.  
 
Watch the segment you have chosen, pick a character and repeat all of 
the character’s lines word for word. The purpose is to match their 
pronunciation, their speed, the tone, and even their accent. Even if you 
misunderstand a word, repeat everything. 
 
The key to this method’s success is to just keep talking in English. You 
will eventually be working towards making your output sound identical 
to the native actors you’re copying. Keep in mind, however, this is about 
more than just parroting what they’re saying. You are training to speak 
like them, so do what they do for now. 
 

! Repeat the spoken language properly 
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! Match the speed and delivery 

! Match the tones and inflection  
 
These will give you a better understanding of the inflection and tone 
native speakers use in various situations. This learning method also 
allows you to get a glimpse into the culture too.  
 
To take this method a step further, use an audio recorder. The purpose is 
to listen back to your delivery of the lines and compare them with the 
delivery of a native speaker. This is invaluable insight. You may know 
what your voice should sound like but you don’t know what your voice 
does sound like. Think about it for a moment. 
 
Recording your English will also allow you to know where your strengths 
and weaknesses are. Knowing this will help you improve your own 
practice and help you advance faster. 
 
Of course, you may be disappointed the first time you listen back to your 
English practice. You’ll probably be surprised too. Many learners think 
they sound more native than they really do, and hearing themselves 
repeat the language can be discouraging. The important thing is to keep 
performing the exercise. Keep your first attempt on file. In a few weeks, 
go back and compare your progress. You will be amazed. 
 

Maximizing This Method 
 
One of the biggest benefits of this method is that you do not need to find 
a native English speaker to converse with. Here are some tips for using 
this method: 
 

1. Find a show or movie that matches your current English 
proficiency level. Consider starting with a cartoon or another basic 
video. Stay away from movies that follow a historical dialect, like 
Shakespeare. You’re trying to speak contemporary English, so 
practise accordingly. 
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2. For this particular exercise, keep a dictionary handy so that you can 
look up any word you do not understand. You can then put it into 
context within the scene to help you learn its meaning much more 
effectively. Turning on subtitles is very helpful. Looking up the 
transcripts will be useful too. This is a technique known as “full 
immersion” – more about that later. 

3. Start with just repeated short phrases. If you try to begin with long 
and complex sentences, you’re just setting yourself up to fail! If you 
stumble with a single word in a long sentence, you’re likely to miss 
the rest of it. This is why it’s great to start with cartoons. Don’t feel 
silly doing so. Their sentences are much smaller. It’s a more 
practical exercise.  

4. You are likely to still miss a word occasionally, just focus on 
repeating what the character says, sound for sound. When you 
miss something, continue listening and pick it up again later. 

 
Many language learners who first hear of this method think it’s simply 
too fun to actually work. In reality, it’s very powerful. When using the 
listen and repeat method, you’re learning a practical side of both 
grammar and pronunciation. While the textbook grammar you learn in 
the classroom is important, knowing how native speakers use these rules 
(and flex them.) is very important for advancing your knowledge. 
 
Being able to learn unfamiliar terms within the right context will also 
give your learning a great boost. The English language has many 
incomplete words that learners have difficulty with. In the classroom, you 
do not always get the complete connotation of these terms.  
 
When you use the listen and repeat method, you’re less likely to find 
yourself pausing and fumbling for the “perfect grammar.” 
 
Finally, this method is likely to become quite a regular feature during 
your practice time (and after it) since you’re getting to enjoy watching 
that combination of audio/video input. The more you practise this 
technique, the better your speaking skills will become. Very important, 
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select movies that work with your English level, interests and personal 
learning style.  
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Read Aloud 
 
The elements of this technique cover: 

! Reading 

! Speaking 
 

How It Works 
 
The read-aloud method improves your reading skills while also 
encouraging smooth speaking. Just as it sounds, this method is 
approached by choosing a book, piece of literature or any written 
content to read and then reading it out aloud to yourself. 
  
The purpose is to develop your reading and speaking skills at the same 
time. Be sure that you are not just reading the piece flatly, you should be 
trying to apply the right tone for the context. You should also pay 
attention to the speed at which you are speaking. 
 
When you read aloud from a book, it can be helpful to find an audio 
version of that book too (if available) and follow along with the native 
speaker. This allows you to somewhat copy their speed and inflection 
while also aiding you with pronunciation. Again, this is part of a 
technique known as “full immersion” – and, more about that later. 
 

Maximizing This Method 
 
The read-aloud method can be improved by following these tips: 
  

1. Choose a book that matches your level of English understanding.  
2. Choose a book with an accompanying audiobook, when possible. 
3. As you progress, go to news and other publications that likely do 

not have an audio reading available. 
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4. Record yourself and listen back to figure out where you could 
improve. You will know it when you hear it.  
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Write What You Hear 
 
The elements of this technique cover: 

! Listening 

! Writing 
 

How It Works 
 
While many learners use the technique of speaking based on what they 
read or hear, very few ever perfect their method of writing down the 
things they are listening to. Reversing this learning helps you make sure 
you have a full grasp of the English language. 
 
To follow this method, find something to listen to and get a 
laptop/iPad/iPhone or better still, a pen and paper. As you listen, take 
notes about what you are hearing. You do not have to transcribe word 
for word, just write down your thoughts to make sure you are fully 
comprehending their tone, the subject, their vocabulary, and the 
context. 
 
When finished, read through your notes and make sure you have derived 
a full and clear meaning from the recording. This works especially well 
with news, where you can research the subject a bit further and make 
sure that your notes were actually in line with the real issue and 
demonstrate a good understanding of the topic. 
 

Maximizing This Method 
 
You can improve your results from this method by: 
 

1. Choosing a good video with a topic you will be able to find 
additional information on when you’re done (like a news piece). 
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2. Choosing a piece that appears easy enough to understand (i.e., 
choosing a local news story over a long interview regarding foreign 
policy) 

3. Starting verbatim, i.e., writing exactly what you hear, and then 
slowly learning to summarize these thoughts effectively in note 
form.  

4. Reviewing your notes and making sure the notes demonstrate a 
solid understanding of the subject. When they do not, ask yourself 
what happened (like coming across a vocabulary term you did not 
understand) and what you can do to improve.   
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Read & Watch 
 
The elements of this technique cover: 

! Reading 

! Listening 
 

How It Works 
 
Reading is one of the fastest ways to perfect and advance your 
knowledge of the English language, especially if you choose books that 
have been adapted into movies. When you watch a movie and read a 
book, you are able to understand the story and get to know the 
characters. You'll also enjoy every minute of study time, allowing you to 
focus on learning the language.  
 
You have probably heard about children being put to sleep with their 
"bedtime stories". Not only is it relaxing, it is a fantastic way to speed up 
their natural learning curve. When we read books and hear stories, it 
helps us learn a language and understand a broad vocabulary.  
 
Textbooks are beneficial for learning, but if that's all you read, your 
vocabulary will be awkward and dry. They have a lot of structure and they 
choose when and how to teach basic vocabulary. On the other hand, if 
you pick up any classic American or British novel, you will be constantly 
challenged with colorful terms. You'll learn how to speak descriptively 
and tell stories that people enjoy listening to. 
 
In addition to that, textbooks are simply not that enjoyable to read. This 
leads to language learners losing their passion or enthusiasm for 
learning the English language. Novels are an entirely different story. With 
a novel, you will be able to keep yourself entertained with the turn of 
every page.  
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When you read novels, you are able to expose yourself to many different 
words and phrases. Every writer has their own style, which can help you 
better understand the various ways people phrase things in real life. Yet 
another benefit is that books are a wonderful conversation starter. 
Reading many books will give you the potential for more social "small 
talk" with native speakers. 
 
Read a book that has a movie adaption. The reason is that a movie puts 
the lines, plot, and characters together on screen to help you digest it 
and follow along. Oftentimes, it is much easier to understand a movie 
(where you have facial expressions and body language) compared to a 
book. It sets everything in context. 
 
When you read a book, you'll practise how to read the language. When 
you watch a movie, you can also practise listening. A movie will also make 
it easier to remember names and plot points since they are presented 
visually. Many of the lines from the book will also make it into the movie, 
and so will the names and other important vocabulary terms. This will 
help you with pronunciation and inflection. It will be as if you are right 
there in the conversations and actions.  
 

Maximizing This Method 
 
Watching a movie based on a book you're reading allows you to hear the 
lines spoken out loud, helping with pronunciation and inflection while 
also you understand the setting. There are two ways to use this 
combination: 
 

! Watch the movie first. If you choose to watch the movie first, you'll 
understand the book more easily. You will already be familiar with 
the names and personalities of the characters, and you know what 
to expect. This means that difficult portions of the book will be 
easier to understand. You can then focus on understanding the 
language itself in the context of the story. 
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! Read the book first. If you have already read the book, the movie 
can help you by aiding your understanding of some difficult parts 
that you may not have fully understood or words you were not able 
to pronounce properly. The movie will help you figure these things 
out in a snap.  

 
Try each technique and figure out which works better for you. You will 
quickly adopt the one that suits you best. We are all individuals and learn 
in different ways.   
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Practice! 
 
With all of these techniques considered, the next step is to lay out your 
practice sessions and decide what you wish to incorporate into the time 
you will be spending mastering the English language.  
 
Mix up a few different techniques to help develop a balanced practice 
routine.  
 
It’s likely you may find yourself moving towards the listen and repeat method for its entertainment 
value, but remember: you need to be working on all four elements of the language. Force yourself 
to add in some other practice techniques as well.  
 
Additionally, if you have only given yourself 1-2 hours a day to meet a 
hefty goal, it’s suggested that you use the listen and repeat method 
outside of your practice time while devoting your practice time to the 
more structured techniques we have covered. 
 
This is because the listen and repeat method is quite relaxed, but also 
time-consuming. Before you know it, you may have sat through multiple 
episodes or an entire movie and your entire day's practice time is gone! 
Make sure you're using wisely every second available.  
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Full Immersion 
 
The elements of this technique cover: 

1. Reading (input) 
2. Writing (output) 
3. Listening (input) 
4. Speaking (output) 

 
Imagine this situation, watch the movie with English subtitles, read the 
book and write down the concepts and summaries of the story. It’s a lot 
of work. And, you will learn the language extremely fast by consolidating 
your learning. 
 
Here is another situation, download the transcript of a movie or youtube 
video. Read the transcript first, then watch the video and follow along. 
Then write down the concepts and summaries of the story. 
 
This is called full immersion. It’s the next best thing to physically visiting 
your target language country, the country where the people speak the 
language you are learning.  
 
Think of full immersion like swimming. You don’t learn to swim by 
walking in the water. You don’t learn to swim by simply putting your face 
in the water. You won’t learn to swim by floating. You won’t swim by 
simply moving your arms in the water. You will swim best and fastest 
when you put your face in the water, kick your feet in a certain way and 
use your arms in combination with your ability to float.  
 
Full immersion. Use your senses together: reading, listening, writing and 
speaking. Each combination multiplies the speed of your language 
adoption. This is how natives learn from a young age, they play together 
(speaking/listening mostly), they watch the movies (listening in context), 
they go to school (structured combination of the skills, including reading 
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and speaking) and write summaries of what they’ve learnt (writing). All 
this happens in school and often they may not enjoy the process. This is 
because they are not aware of its benefits AND they don’t appreciate the 
opportunity of learning this language AND for most students, they don’t 
want to “learn”. You want to learn, you want to grow, you know the 
benefits and now you have an idea of the tools.  
 
 
 
 
  

Tips & Advice 
 

1. Expect mistakes. People may correct you, that’s part of the learning 
process. 

2. Surround yourself with the language. Put yourself in an English speaking 
environment where you can passively begin picking up the language 
skills. 

3. Practise each and every day with a study plan to structure your time.  
4. Practise all four core skills: reading, listening, writing, and speaking. 
5. Buy a notebook, keep and use it to track new words as you learn them. 

Use them in phrases and sentences. Speak them aloud multiple times 
over. Pen and paper beats digital solutions when it comes to learning. 

6. Look for online practice tests and quizzes to measure your progress. 
7. Memorize lists to learn new vocabulary and quiz yourself on the words. 
8. Study at a time where your brain will be most active. For some this is 

morning, for others it’s in the evening before going to bed. Figure out 
your best time and use it. 

9. Remember or create an example sentence for each new word you’re 
learning. 

10. Plan on taking a test. When you are having to study for a grade, you will 
work harder. Put yourself under pressure. 

11. Think of the bigger picture when you are studying. What can you do 
once you have perfected your English skills? 

12. Set a short-term, specific goal and work towards it.  
13. Make sure you enjoy the rewards as you achieve them, treat yourself 

when you reach the goals you’ve set yourself. 
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14. Set up a learning-friendly atmosphere where you want to learn.  
15. Know what methods work best for you and use them repeatedly. 
16. Figure out how you learn best. Speaking? Reading? Listening? Writing? 
17. When you do not understand something, ask someone. Check online 

forums, join language sharing sites. 
18. Review your progress frequently to continuously build on your 

foundation. 
19. Take regular breaks while studying. Keep study sessions to 30 minutes 

or less at a time. Take 5 minute breaks in between then continue. 
20. Watch movies so that you can pause and rewind as needed. TV only lets 

you hear things once, which is great for high-level learning but can be 
frustrating otherwise.  

21. Find books that match your English level and read them in full. 
22. Start with children’s books and then progress quickly to a novel or 

business book. Biographies are great if there are leaders and successful 
or famous people you want to know more about. 

23. Read newspaper articles and searching for the passive sentences. 
24. Look for the big picture first before trying to understand the details. In 

English class this is called reading for gist.  
25. When you do not understand a word, look at the context to find a 

suggestion as to the meaning. 
26. Learn root words to help you guess a word’s meaning. For instance: min 

= small 
27. When learning a new word, think about all of its forms. For example: 

Beautiful, beauty, and beautifully. 
28. Learn prefixes and suffices as they will help you grow your vocabulary 

and determine meaning. 
29. Numbers: many new learners have difficulty practising numerical 

pronunciations and structures like first, second, third… ninth, tenth etc… 
figure out your weaknesses and work hard on them.  

30. English words use stress patterns. Syllables are the different portions of 
words. Some of them will be stressed when spoken, figure out where the 
stress is then practise it. There is only one stress per word and it’s always 
on a vowel. Compare your use of the stress syllables and those of native 
speakers on movies and podcasts. 

31. Generally, do not translate English into your native language. Focus on 
understanding English directly using English. If you have a moderate 
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ability to communicate then you probably already have the vocabulary 
to explain yourself correctly.  

32. Talking is the most natural way to learn grammar. Use the books as a 
backup and reference guide only. 

33. Keep a journal and write in English each day. 
34. Start an online blog and share your writings with the world. The internet 

is a big place. It will be a long time before anybody notices your writing 
anyway. Knowing that somebody might come across it will keep you 
wanting to perfect your use of the language. In addition to sharpening 
up your punctuation and grammar skills, composing English writing will 
also boost your ability to use regular English. 

35. Brainstorm ideas and thoughts without worrying about grammar or 
spelling, then think about structure. Use this method to write short 
stories and journal entries and have it proofread by someone else. 

36. Think about punctuation as it will totally change what you are trying to 
say. 

37. Sing. Singing along in English can help you improve fluency and 
intonation. 

38. Use chats and forums to interact with English speakers. 
39.  Read out loud along with a CD or audiobook to practise intonation, 

pronunciation, and rhythm. 
40. Listen to a CD and write down what you hear to practise dictation. 
41. Record yourself and listen back for your pronunciation and intonation. 

You will be able to identify problem areas. 
42. Work with a teacher or tutor. Ask your teacher to record a lesson so you 

can review it later. 
43. Use only an English/English dictionary so you do not get in the habit of 

translating. 
44. Do not rely on the dictionary. It should be an aid and not a teacher. 
45. Do not give up, always remain positive. 
46. Enjoy and have fun. 
47. When you get nervous, take two deep breaths and continue. 
48. Know that you are never too old or too young to learn. Do not make 

an excuse for yourself. 
49. Use resources that match your level. Do not make studying too easy or 

too difficult. 
50. Do not worry about perfecting your accent. 
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51. There are many types of English (American, British, South African, 
Australian and so on). For your purposes of adapting to the many accents 
of the language, treat all forms of English as English. 

52. Know the differences between these accents and their spelling, but do 
not worry too much about what “type” of English you’re learning. 

53. Take cue cards and portable software apps with you everywhere so you 
can always be studying. 

54. Stick post-it notes around your home. Use them to label things in 
English. 

55. Make an effort to mix with English speakers by joining a group or club. 
56. Start up a conversation in English and try to keep it moving by using 

listening words like, “really?” or “what happened then?” 
57. Debate with others in English and get your point across while listening 

actively. 
58. Practise grammar even more than vocabulary. A parrot can learn English 

words, but that does not mean it can speak English. 
59. Know verb tenses so you can understand the timing of actions. 
60. Do not take time off for too long. When you take a break from learning, 

your level will begin decreasing rapidly. 
61. Got a bad test score? Tests are not the only indicators of your ability. They 

are just indicators.  
62. As long as you are doing your best, and growing, you are succeeding. 
63. Get a friend to learn English with you.  
64. Do not get distracted while studying. Focus on what is being taught.  
65. Stop procrastinating, continue studying. 
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Resources 
 

Writing Assistance 
 
There are many tools out there that can help you with perfecting your 
writing. Some of the following are especially beneficial when learning. 
 
GrammarBook.com 
 
This is a free website dedicated to a quick and searchable database of 
English grammar rules and quizzes. If you are struggling with something 
specific, it is probably covered on this site. Visual learners will also 
appreciate the grammar usage videos. 
 
Grammarly 
 
While you should be proofreading your writing manually, Grammarly is 
an online tool that acts as a guide and partner to help you catch 
mistakes. It’s not perfect, but it can help you pick up on many types of 
grammar issues and spelling errors. It also has synonyms it will suggest 
as you type to expand your vocabulary. 
 
The Purdue Online Writing Lab 
 
This comprehensive online writing resource has practice sheets and 
linguistic primers for all levels of language learners. There’s also a 
dedicated ESL space. You can find exercises to practise grammar rules, 
sentence crafting, style, and resources for professional/academic writing. 
There’s also a section dedicated to ESL exercises. 
 
Dave’s ESL Cafe 
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This resource website is useful for both ESL teachers and students. It 
offers grammar lessons and learning support from a community of 
English speakers, learners, and teachers. 
 
 
 
 
Grammar Girl 
 
This podcast and website is a comprehensive grammar resource that will 
allow you to quickly find tips to improve your writing. Just about any 
grammar use will have an article related to it. The podcast also makes 
complex explanations simple. 
 
Writing Forward 
 
This site will help you improve your writing skills and develop ideas for 
the things you are writing. The Grammar Tips area will also help you 
figure out the right grammar for any sentence or situation. If you are 
looking for writing prompts, Writing Forward will deliver!  
 

Get Feedback 
 
The next step of the language learning process is getting a significant 
amount of feedback about your abilities. There are many different ways 
to find a source of feedback, including: 
 

! A local meetup 

! A language buddy 

! Online forums 
 
Let’s review each of these forms of feedback. 
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Online Forums 
 
At an online forum, you'll be able to read and write in English (keeping in 
mind that the forum is likely mostly populated by other learners like 
yourself). Some forums are dedicated to practising English, where 
everyone will be coming from varying degrees of proficiency to read, 
learn, and write.  
 
 
These forums tend to have a dedicated area where you can write a post 
every so often and get feedback on your writing skills. They also tend to 
be centered around sharing questions related to the English language 
and finding answers. 
 
It’s worth checking out some of the popular online English learning 
forums if you need someone to give you feedback on your writing. 
 

A Language Buddy 
 
A language buddy can be someone you know in person or through the 
internet. There are sites dedicated to helping learners connect with 
native speakers of various languages so that they can email, chat, and 
even talk to one another on the phone or via Skype. 
 
Most of the time, you’ll partner with someone who is trying to learn your 
native language while you are trying to learn their’s. You’ll take turns 
speaking in the languages you’re trying to learn, going back-and-forth 
with conversation and corrections. 
 
A language buddy can prove to be a very fun way to learn a language 
and build up your confidence in speaking that language with another 
person.  
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A Local Meetup 
 
If you are searching for people in your area who are trying to learn 
English as well, a local meetup group may be the place to checkout. 
Meetup.com, for example, advertises meetups around the globe, many 
of which are dedicated to language learning groups. 
 
If you live in a non-English speaking country, you’ll find that native 
speakers are often inclined to go to these groups as well for the chance 
to speak their own native language again with people who are excited 
to learn it. 
 
In general, you should seek out a meetup group that’s around the same 
level as you, if possible. If you cannot find one, consider starting one up. 
This means you’ll get to decide all of the activities that you and the group 
participate in, allowing you to have full reign over how you learn English 
and advance your skills.    
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Next 
 
Thanks for sticking with me throughout this book. I hope it's given you 
much to think about and techniques to apply.  
 
Please feel free to share it with anyone you know who wants to learn and 
grow in the English language.  
 
Remember that agreeing with the principles and using some of the 
techniques in this book will not be enough.  
 
You must practise all four of the skills. Read, write, listen and speak. Just 
imagine what you can achieve. 
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